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operating procedure for both spontaneous reporting and cohort 
event monitoring and a glossary of terms. The procedure for 
spontaneous reporting will be of special interest as it is the 
major form of reporting in most regions. The buttons enabling 
you to download a PDF version of the information on the 
webpage, to print the webpage and to e‑mail the page to a 
friend are useful.

The search function on the website works well and the contact 
section enables the reader to contact the WHO Collaborating 
Centre for advocacy and training in PV, Accra, Ghana who 
maintain the website. The site brings together resources from 
a number of sources and can serve as a one‑stop shop for PV 
requirements. Certain sections of the website are however 
password protected while others are under construction. The 
website is well‑designed and easy to use. It is very effective 

as a portal leading to a wealth of information resources about 
PV. The toolkit is also available on a USB drive for use in 
areas with poor internet connectivity. However, I would like 
certain sections of the website to also focus on PV issues in 
other regions of the globe though I am aware of and appreciate 
the pressing need for PV in Africa.

About the toolkit: WHO Collaborating Center for Advocacy 
and Training in Pharmacovigilance, Accra, Ghana. 
Pharmacovigilance Toolkit. version 2.4. Version date March 
2013. Available from: http://www.pvtoolkit.org/.
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Retraction Notice

Additive effect of propofol and fentanyl precipitating cardiogenic shock
The manuscript titled “Additive effect of propofol and fentanyl precipitating cardiogenic shock” by Prabhakaran AJ published in Journal of 
Pharmacology and Pharmacotherapeutics (JPP) 2013;4:217-9.[1] is retracted.

After the publication of the above article, one of the astute readers reported that a large part of the text is plagiarized from a similar clinical 
description published in Journal of Medical Case Report (JMCR) 2011,5,382.[2] Doubts were raised whether the work reported was genuine. We 
contacted the author who could not satisfactorily respond to our queries but expressed his inability to produce the case records and laboratory 
reports.

The editors of JPP had a discussion over email and concluded that the JPP article was indeed plagiarized from the JMCR article and the 
genuineness is suspect. Since the author could not satisfactorily defend his paper and contravened the declaration he made while submitting 
his manuscript, it was decided to retract the article from JPP and Pubmed and not to consider any manuscript submitted by him in future. The 
corresponding author of the article Dr. A. J. Prabhakaran, Department of Pharmacology, Meenakshi Medical College and Research Institute 
(Meenakshi University), Enathur, Kancheepuram, Tamil Nadu, India will be informed of the decision of JPP.

R. Raveendran
Editor-in-Chief
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